BarracudaCLOUD

Enabling all banks active in FX order management with access to
Barracuda’s best-in-class OMS and seamless connectivity to the
risk management functionality of Order Hub, all in a low-cost,
easy and swift adoption model.
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OMS – Feature Matrix

Cloud Hosted
A complete SaaS delivery model
Hosted and managed by Barracuda experts
Pre-configured set up
Web-based training
Can go live in days

Order Entry
Intuitive interface to reduce entry errors
Fragmented order sourcing; manual, SDP,
ECNs, spreadsheets
Out of the box APIs
Acceptance controls to reduce errors and risk
Easy multi-leg order strategy builder
Support for your algos

Regulatory Compliance

STP
Full alerts and notifications for all events
Post-trade downstream STP via standard APIs
Options to delay STP to complete order integrity
Complete audit trail from order creation
to confirmation

Cloud
Hosted

Order
Entry

Mark-up

STP

Execution
Orders monitored against Barracuda-supplied
high quality market rate feeds
Orders routed to trader for execution when limit
price triggered
Visual and audio alerts
Trader in full control of execution price

OMS
Ownership
Routing

Execution

Chinese
Walls

Chinese Walls
Complete flexibility around visibility controls
Manage all order types safely with
appropriate segregation
Comply with regulations e.g. fixing orders’ privacy
Avoid and prove avoidance of order
information abuse
Maximise bank efficiency, client service
and privacy

Acceptance
Controls

Regulatory Compliance

Regulatory Compliance
Keeps bank in line with industry best practice
Fully transparent and auditable process
Implement agreed client contracts
Satisfy bank compliance officer demands
Ready state for future, stricter regulatory demands

Mark-Up
Flexible, customisable and integrated
mark up manager
Standard API to your centralised margin system
Options to watch raw limit or marked up
limit price
Permissions to override mark-up at fill
Fully audited process
Ownership routing
Control which centre, desk and user(s)
manage order
Ability for auto or manual onward routing
Follow the sun options
Manual override features to manage risk
Full alerts and notifications around
all order events
Route to external partner using unique
Barracuda Order Hub
Acceptance controls
Customisable controls to govern
auto-acceptance of orders
Options for different acceptance controls across
centres and desks
Controls over all order status changes;
acceptance, modify, cancel
Adjust auto-acceptance by market conditions
Effectively manage your risk

Barracuda’s unique Order Hub service transforms OMS Cloud into a powerful
order and market risk management platform
Order Hub moves existing interbank relationships from the analogue to the digital world. BarracudaCLOUD banks can choose to
connect to other Barracuda banks over the Order Hub network to outsource any orders. Enabling a greater level of risk management
sophistication and increased participation in the market.
When an order is entered that meets the outsourcing rules then it is automatically passed to the selected partner bank.
Client identity remains private throughout. If the order is executed Barracuda will create two trades - one between the
BarracudaCLOUD bank and its customer and one between the BarracudaCLOUD bank and the other Barracuda bank. The entire
process is automated, transparent and audited.
By utilising Order Hub a bank can offer a full order management service to its clients, manage that client relationship / credit,
but only take on the market risk it desires. Order Hub transforms BarracudaCLOUD into a powerful order and risk
management platform.
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